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Description
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This gasoline powered fogger adopts a wind
wheel and high pressure water pump to
generate fog and is easy to operate.

It is ideal for the agricultural industry with an
acre of land taking only 8 - 15 minutes to
complete.

This product is also great for areas that usually
have a large amount of public visitors such as
stadiums.

Mix the gasoline and the two-stroke engine oil in a ratio of 20:1 and add to the fuel tank.

Step 1.
Ensure tanks have liquid and caps are tightened securely to ensure no air entry into the
system. Important for tanks to have no leaks

Step 2.
The pipe from the tanks to fit into the Pump
input labelled as tank.

Ensure hoses fit snug and clamp to ensure
they secured to Prevent possible Leaks.

Type + Code

Material

Power

Tank Capacity

Cover Area

Operation Type

Machine Dimensions

Re-Heating Time / Start Type

Cold Petrol Fogger 9.1003

Polypropylene

0.85Kw

Medicine: 15 - 20L Oil: 1.5L

8 - 10 Meters

Gasoline

W.320 x H.220 x L.700mm

Electric Start

Liquid and Oil
Tanks

Handle

Output
Nozzle

Damper
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Step 3.
Insert the chrome pipe into the launcher and
ensure the clamps Secure the pipe in place.

Insert the pump output pipe into the
pneumatic reducer valve. The blue ring must
be pushed inwards to remove the pipe.
Please ensure the pipe locks into place and
does not come out Without pushing the blue
ring inwards.

Step 4.

Ensure the 4 Nozzle valves are shut.

Loosen the lock nut in an anti-clockwise
direction Close the Nozzle valve in a clock
wise direction.

Step 5.
Press the on button allocated just below the handle. Ensure your 2 stroke machine has fuel –
you are now ready to Pull the cord and start the motor.

Step 6.

Below the handle is the throttle trigger.
The pump will now push the chemical liquid through the pipes.

Gradually opening the Nozzle valves, you will now be able to control the amount of mist
spray by opening the valves and by The trigger action to increase the Launcher blowing
power.

PLEASE NOTE: That the Launcher is a cold fogging machine which Does leave a fine residue.

Cold foggers create a fine mist, which is controlled by the valve adjustments made on the
Nozzles

Opening the valves too much will create liquid spill.

It is recommended that when using any disinfectant liquid , that after application the
surface should be wiped. Allow a minimum of 10mins contact time to kill bacteria and
Viruses.


